FREIGHT RATES ON GRAIN SHIPMENTS RECEIVE BIG CUT
Michigan Farmers Expected To Benefit By Order This Season
FARM BUREAU ASSISTED
About 14 Per Cent Lower Rate Is Ordered On Michigan Crop.
In the interests of the Eastern shipping public, freight association members, who have not already done so, are requested by the National Farm Bureau Federation to reduce freight rates on grain shipments from Michigan to all points. The recommendation is made by the National Farm Bureau Federation, of which Michigan is a member, in an effort to secure co-operation in the reduction of shipping costs on farm products through a common action on all co-operating lines.
The reduction will save considerable money to the farmer, and is expected by the Farm Bureau Federation to result in a reduction of shipping costs on other farm products.

CASS COUNTY GOES OUT TO ENTERTAIN ITS NEW MEMBERS
Program Scheduled in Honor of Members Enrolled During Summer
Superintendent Of Extension Shows Decline From August Report.

REPORT SAYS THAT MICHIGAN HARVEST OF BEANS IS LOW

FEW FORECLOSURES BY FEDERAL BANKS
St. Paul Banker Says Big Improvement Is Seen In Repossessions

TERADICATION HAS ADVANTAGES
10 Economic Features Seen In Elimination Of All Distressed Animals

COUNTY ACTIVITIES INCREASE WITH OCTOBER QUARTERLY MEETINGS SET TO ACT ON VARIOUS UNDERTAKINGS
Membership Work, Road Problems Are The Most Outstanding Features On The Programs Of County Farm Bureaus For The Month. Volunteer Activity.

ATTENTION TO TAXATION, CALLED BY THE NATIONAL TAX
Federal Government Deducts Income Professors, Tax Attorneys, and Farmers

A National Tax

STATE F. B. SEES DISAPPOINTMENT IN TARIFF BILL
Hoover, Congress Restored Of Party Plots To Relieve Farmers

RESOLUTION OFFERED
Stress Importance Of State Sugar Industry, Ask Higher Tariff

ERADICATION HAS ADVANTAGES
10 Economic Features Seen In Elimination Of All Distressed Animals

A National Tax

FARM TAKES CHARGE OF 3,000 Wool Blankets
Orders placed in Big for Farm Bureau wool blankets to be made in great quantities during the coming months and distributed in September were being filled a week ago. A total of 3,300 of these blankets had been sold to date.

COUNTY ACTIVITIES INCREASE WITH OCTOBER QUARTERLY MEETINGS SET TO ACT ON VARIOUS UNDERTAKINGS
Membership Work, Road Problems Are The Most Outstanding Features On The Programs Of County Farm Bureaus For The Month. Volunteer Activity.

Michigan salesmen make up the long list of members who have made arrangements for the sale of pure bred cattle.

Who Pays Bill On ‘Nation’s Freight?’
American Farmers Give Figures That Show Farmers Share
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Traffic Increases In St. Mary’s Canal

Much Food Stored
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LIFE INSURANCE

Without using ads in the way of blatant advertising, life insurance as a business has developed so rapidly and so steadily in the last few years, that no one can take a responsible position in the field without going almost staggering. It is a business that is taking on so much importance that one must have an. idea of its position and its growth in the mind of the general public. A great many people have had an idea of the importance of life insurance, but most of them have had not an idea of the real value of life insurance. The public has not been aware of the true value of life insurance, but it has been aware of certain phases of the business that are considered to be of importance. The result is that the public has not been aware of the true value of life insurance, but it has been aware of certain phases of the business that are considered to be of importance.

We all know there are a lot of men in business who do not believe in life insurance, but who think it is the big thing. However, the public has not been aware of the true value of life insurance, but it has been aware of certain phases of the business that are considered to be of importance.
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**October Is Month Of Quarterly Meetings**

**ICE WELL PROVES SUCCESSFUL PLAN FOR COOLING MILK**

First Experiment Shows At Simple Process Of Refrigeration

The well for cooling and storing water and cream on the farm of the refuge. The well has been in operation for several weeks and is showing results that will be of great interest to other farmers who have not yet made use of the method. The well consists of two pipes, one of which is a 2-inch pipe and is located in the field. The other pipe is a 4-inch pipe and is located in the field. The water is stored in the well and is drawn from the 2-inch pipe. The well is equipped with a pump, which is used to pump the water into the field. The water is stored in the well and is drawn from the 2-inch pipe. The well is equipped with a pump, which is used to pump the water into the field.

**STATE ISSUES ‘29 HUNTING SYNDOPSY**

Hunters Will Note That Law On Pheasants Opens At Noon on Oct. 25.

**Fire and Lightening**

Fire and Lightening

**484 Dottub Banded Egg Insurance Co. of Mich.**

**167 Doz. More Eggs With Farm Bureau Egg Mash**

**Bed Blankets**

Farm Bureau Merchandise

**Whole Corn Meal Has Vitamines**

**We Will Buy Clover and Alfalfa Seeds**

**Suppose You Run into a Culvert**

**PEOPLE**

**Michigan Farm Bureau Egg Mash**

**Results Were Surprising**

The first 7 months of 1929 on Farm Bureau Egg Mash have given the farmers a new lease of life. The results have been surprising, and the farmers are satisfied with the product. The Farmers Cooperative Egg Mash is now being used by nearly all the farmers in the state. The Consumers Cooperative Egg Mash is also being used by nearly all the farmers in the state. The two products are being used by nearly all the farmers in the state.
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RED JOCKEY

A Fine Bureau Coal

When you want flour, coffee or other household necessities of satisfactory quality at a right price, you order BY NAME.

Likewise, ask your co-operative’s man for Farm Bureau RED JOCKEY coal and you’ll get

A high grade, southeastern Kentucky coal for cooking, heating stoves, or furnaces. Rapid burning, burns vigorously and evenly.

Red Jockey doesn’t have to be ocasional under way and puts up a big blaze, heating fire very little deep in the fire bed. It keeps a high heat in the fire bed.

Red Jockey is the best value. It is naturally clean in the hand. A perfect ash. It is an ideal coal for the modern stoves and is a good coal for all kinds of stoves. It is found itself in plenty of supply.

The coal should settle. It will probably produce the best fore in order to be a good coal. It is a high grade coal.
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